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Figure 1: Four example Tag Pies provided by collaborating humanities scholars.
Abstract
Widely used and perceived as being fun, tag clouds are an important
component in the social web to visualize summaries of textual data in
an intuitive, lucid manner. Popular techniques like Wordle compute aesthetic layouts for a set of tags representing a specific data facet, but only
few approaches are capable of visualizing multiple data facets. However,
these approaches were not suitable for various research questions arisen
from the digital humanities project eXChange, which explores the meaning and usage of specific terms in ancient texts. By introducing Tag Pies,
we present a design that supports the humanities scholars in examining
their questions and generating valueable hypotheses. Comparing it to concurring approaches, we evaluated the benefit of our design in a two-level
case study with the collaborating humanities scholars.
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Introduction

The primary purpose of tag clouds is to present a visual summary of textual data [SCH08]. First introduced by Stanley Milgram’s mental map of
Paris [MJ76] in 1976, tag clouds later became popular in the social web community. Although originally used for non-specific information discovery, tag
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Figure 2: Result lists for text passages containing the Latin word morbus in
PHI [phi14] and Perseus Digital Library [per15].
clouds can also be used to support analytical tasks such as the examination
of text collections [VW08]. Furthermore, tag clouds obtained wide acceptance
as interfaces for navigation purposes on databases [HR08]. The visualization
community developed various designs to effectively visualize tag clouds in an
informative and readable manner; one example being Wordle [VWF09], which
computes compact intuitive tag cloud layouts.
The tag cloud design presented in this paper – Tag Pies – gains its motivation from research on philology in the humanities. Traditionally, philologists
specialized in a specific topic read and analyze known texts containing related
passages. But the digital age opens possibilities for the scholars to enhance their
traditional workflows. Enabled by digitization projects, philologists can nowadays reach a vast amount of digitized ancient texts through web portals like
PHI Latin Texts [phi14] or the Perseus Digital Library [per15]. But usually, the
results of a keyword search are only provided as plain lists (see Figure 2) and a
discovery of potentially unknown but related text passages becomes a laborious
task. Therefore, our idea is to provide summaries of text passages in the form of
interactive tag clouds that visually direct the philologists to promising references
(see Figure 3). Moreover, we exploited tag clouds in a way that allows to pose
utterly new upcoming research questions, which are now possible to examine
due to the availability of vast digital editions. Within our project, humanities
scholars were not only interested in the detection of related text passages, but
also in the comparison of contexts in which various terms in Latin and ancient
Greek were used. To support hypothesis generation for these tasks, we present
a design for the visualization of the results of various search requests on the
database (treated as various data facets) in a Tag Pie. Several approaches for
visualizing facets in tag clouds exist, but they fail when it comes to preserving
the compactness, intuitivity and readability as provided by approaches for single
data facets like Wordle. This paper aims to bridge this gap.
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Figure 3: Tag cloud gives an overview of the co-occurrences of 1.558 occurrences
of morbus. By clicking the co-occurring term major, the corresponding ten text
passages are shown as previews.
In particular, the main contributions are:
• A Requirement Analysis of a visualization to be beneficial for humanities scholars interested in comparing the contexts, in which various terms
were used.
• Tag Pies, a novel layout algorithm for tag clouds visualizing multifaceted
data aesthetically in a pie chart manner.
• Multiple Design Variants for Tag Pies to highlight shared (a shared
tag occurs in several data facets) and unique tags (a unique tag occurs in
only one data facet) in a comprehensible way.
• A Qualitative Evaluation, performed in a two-level case study, regarding the utility of state-of-the-art tag cloud drawing approaches and our
proposed design in supporting the humanities scholars of our project in
examining various research questions.
Finally, we take a look at detailed usage scenarios provided by the humanities
scholars that prove the usefulness of our approach for philological matters.
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Technical Background

Rather arisen from social media than science, designing tag clouds became an
object of interest also within the visualization community. Traditionally, a tag
cloud is a simple list of words placed on multiple lines, either ordered alphabetically or by the importance of a tag, which is encoded by variable font
size [Mur07]. Portals such as ManyEyes can be used to create such kind of
tag cloud visualizations on demand [VWvH+ 07]. A user study on the utility
of tag clouds revealed that the usual alphabetic order is not obvious for the
observer, but tag clouds are generally seen as a popular social component perceived as being fun [HR08]. Potentially, this was one of the reasons that later
more sophisticated tag cloud layout approaches were developed, which rather
emphasized aesthetics than meaningful orderings. Wordle, a popular web-based
tool for visualizing tag clouds used for a wide range of applications, produces
compact aesthetic layouts with diversified colored and aligned tags [VWF09],
but the final arragement depends only on the scale, not on the content of tags
or potential relationships among them.
Various approaches endeavor to place related tags in visual groups, in the
following called data facets, close to each other. Thematically clustered tag
clouds or semantic tag clouds support the detection of tags belonging to a certain
topic [LZT09]. As shown in [SLT09], these tag cloud designs were often preferred
by users for specific search tasks as they raise the attention towards small tags
compared to other designs. For traditional tag lists, semantically related tags of
a data facet can be placed subsequently [ST14], for more sophisticated layouts
the usage of force directed approaches is quite popular. Thereby, semantically
close terms attract each other [CWL+ 10, WPW+ 11, LSH14]. Other methods
try to preserve semantic relationships in tag clouds by placing the related tags of
each data facet in non-overlapping areas individually. Afterwards, the multiple
tag clouds are visually combined to a single one. The Star Forest method
outlined in [BKP14] initially calculates the layout for the tags of each data
facet independently. Then, it uses a force directed method to pack the various
clouds to gain a unified tag cloud. In ProjClouds, a tag cloud layout for each
cluster of a document collection is computed within its assigned polygonal space
in the plane [PTT+ 12].
All the above methods that pack multiple tag clouds together can be seen
as sophisticated small multiples since the tag clouds for each data facet are
computed almost independently of each other. Consequently, large in-between
whitespaces often occur when composing these clouds to a single visual entity.
Words Storms is a rather traditional small multiples approach computing a tag
cloud for each document of a corpus to support the visual comparison of documents [CS14]. Thereby, a significant tag for multiple documents appearing
in multiple clouds is placed at similar locations with same color and orientation. Parallel Tag Clouds is one of the first approaches to effectively visualize
trends [CVW09] with the help of tag clouds. For each time slice, a column lists
the corresponding tags in alphabetic order, and interactively, shared tags are
visually linked. RadCloud visualizes various data facets within one tag cloud
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by merging shared tags [BLB+ 14]. Distinctive colors are assigned to the data
facets. A merged tag receives the color of its main contributing facet and an attached bar shows a tag’s distribution among all facets, so that the user is forced
to decode two levels of information. Like Parallel Tag Clouds and Word Storms,
RadCloud is one of the few visualizations that treats various data facets while
also providing a solution for shared tags. But neither of these approaches was
suitable to sufficiently support the humanities scholars of our project in their
workflows.

3

Digital Humanities Scenario

Due to many digitization projects, historians and classical philologists nowadays have access to a vast amount of ancient texts. The database within the
digital humanities project eXChange [exc15] contains numerous ancient Greek
and Latin texts from various sources (e.g., Perseus Digital Library [per15] and
Bibliotheca Teubneriana Latina [btl15]). We develop tools in order to support
the humanities scholars in effectively querying the resultant large text corpus in
a simple manner. Their usual approach is a keyword based search when working
with digital corpora. Often, they receive numerous results in the form of text
passages, which are hard to revise individually, and a generation of valueable
hypotheses is nearly impossible. Therefore, we were asked for a visualization
that gives an overview of the results and can be used to directly jump to text
passages containing specific co-occurrences of the searched term (see Figure 3).
Additionally, the scholars wished to compare the results of multiple queries
within one interface in order to be able to discover similarities and differences of
contexts in which related terms were used. This is one of the major objectives
of the project.
As many humanities scholars are not used to work with complex tools, we
decided to provide an interface, which is easy to understand. Despite known
theoretical problems [VW08], the usage of tag clouds visualizing multiple data
facets was the means of choice as they are intuitive, widely used metaphors to
display summaries of textual data. In order to develop a beneficial visualization, we conducted two case studies. The purpose of the first case study (see
Section 4) was to find out if state-of-the-art tag cloud layouts would be sufficient
interfaces to support the humanities scholars in their workflows. Based upon
the results of this study, we developed the novel tag cloud design explained in
this paper, which aims to combine the opportunities and to avoid the drawbacks
of the concurring state-of-the-art methods. The utility of our method was evaluated in a second case study (see Section 6). Eight collaborating humanities
scholars (6 female, 2 male) participated both case studies. A formal user study
using performance data was not viable due to the small number of humanities
scholars, their diversified research interests and the exploratory nature of their
tasks. In particular, we wanted to encourage the participants of the case studies
to intensely work with the provided visualizations by allowing them to query the
database with terms of their own interest (preference data). Thus, preparing
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Figure 4: Small Multiples example.
examples and defining concrete tasks beforehand was not feasible.

4

Case Study 1: State-of-the-Art Tag Clouds

The goal of the first case study was to assess if existing state-of-the-art tag
cloud layouts support answering the humanities scholar’s research questions in
a satisfactory way. As the key issue is the comparison of data facets with
overlapping tag sets, we chose only those methods capable of displaying such
relationships. In particular, we prepared variants of the following visualizations
(see Section 2 for more details), all showing only upright tags and all using the
same color map to identify tags belonging to specific data facets:
• Small Multiples: For each data facet, we computed a Wordle [VWF09]
cloud and used the idea of positioning equal tags at similar positions as
suggested in [CS14]. An example is given in Figure 4.
• Parallel Tag Clouds visualize data facets in a specific temporal order,
which is not given in our use case. But as they provide a design for
shared tags, we implemented a parallel tag cloud [CVW09] listing all tags
alphabetically in various columns for various data facets. Shared tags are
displayed on a grey background as shown in Figure 5.
• Wordle: Inspired by the Wordle [VWF09] algorithm, we designed a tag
cloud that visualizes the tags of various data facets in one visual entity.
All tags are ordered the way that shared tags t1 , t2 , . . . , tn from n data
facets are subsequently positioned. The spiral for the most frequent tag t1
originates from the center of the cloud, for t2 , . . . , tn we use the coordinates
of t1 as spiral origin. Consequently, shared tags are placed close to each
other in small groups (see Figure 5), which enables the comparison of
t1 , t2 , . . . , tn among various data facets.
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Figure 5: Variants of Parallel Tag Clouds, Wordle and RadCloud.
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• RadCloud: We designed a RadCloud [BLB+ 14] variant for the digital
humanities data merging shared tags and attaching a bar to each tag that
shows its relative distribution among all data facets (see Figure 5).
With these visualizations at hand, we conducted the first case study with the
humanities scholars in individual face to face sessions. The various layouts were
shown and briefly explained in random order, and the scholars were asked to try
out the same example query on the database interesting for their research topic
for each layout. We also encouraged the participants to “think aloud” [Lew] to
judge the skills of the participants on the one hand and to better understand the
varying needs on the other hand. For each visualization, the humanities scholars were asked for a subjective rating regarding intelligibility of the tag cloud,
utility for their work, and design and aesthetics of the visualization. For each
decision on a Likert scale from 1 (very bad) to 7 (very good), we also required
a justification by the participants. To gain further insights, we finally discussed
opportunities and disadvantages of the various layouts regarding their applicability for humanities research. Based upon questionnaires and discussions, the
evaluation can be summarized for each visualization:
• Small Multiples are most useful for exploring the context of single data
facets in aesthetic tag clouds. However, the discovery of shared tags is
hard without interaction means, so that a profound comparison of data
facets is not possible.
• Parallel Tag Clouds were unexpectedly not favored, although their basic
design is similar to word lists, with which humanities scholars are used to
work. The major issues are the height of the tag clouds, which leads to
a lot of vertical scrolling during the exploration process, and the required
interaction to gain additional information; the humanities scholars stated
they want to see several information “at the first glance”.
• Wordle was seen as being the most aesthetic layout. It helps to compare
the importance of single tags for various data facets. However, the analysis
of a single data facet’s context or even the comparison of various contexts
is a hard task.
• RadCloud is the best solution to discover words appearing in various
data facets and to compare contexts. However, the analysis of a single
data facet’s context is not easy as relevant words are often spread across
the whole layout as parts of other tag’s bars. Although helpful, the bars
reduce the aestehtics of the layout and confuse when trying to compare
the frequency of terms, an information that is visualized in two concurring
manners (bar, tag’s font size).
The humanities scholars also wished a layout that approximately reflects the
relative frequencies of data facets in the collective search result. The comparison
of diameters of the individual tag clouds in the small multiples approach was
most qualified for this task.
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5

Designing Tag Pies

As a result of the first case study we generated a list of requirements for a tag
cloud layout valueable for the collaborating humanities scholars. The layout
should:
• support the analysis of the context of a single data facet,
• support a comparison of contexts between data facets,
• visually separate shared from unique tags, and
• reflect the proportion of data facets in the collective result.
Furthermore, we took the often mentioned importance of aestehtics into account
when developing our tag cloud approach. As postulated in [OG14], we designed
Tag Pies based upon these requirements derived from the needs of the target
group.

5.1

Design Decisions

For computing the tag cloud layout, we use several well-established design features. Evaluated as being the most powerful property in [BGN08], we use font
size to encode the number of occurrences of each tag. As suggested in [WSK+ 13],
color is the best choice for distinguishing categories. Hence, we use qualitative
color maps to assign distinctive colors to various data facets. For this purpose,
we use those qualitative color maps provided by ColorBrewer [HB03] that contain solely saturated colors, as the tag clouds are displayed on white background
in a web-based environment. Thereby, we consider not to assign red and green
hues as well as colors with similar hues to adjacent Tag Pie sectors. Also stated
in [WSK+ 13], users perceive rotated tags as “unstructured, unattractive, and
hardly readable”. Therefore, we do not rotate tags to keep the layout easily
readable thereby providing an interface that is beneficial for the collaborating
humanities scholars. To avoid whitespaces, a problem addressed in [SKK+ 08],
our method is based on the Wordle algorithm, which permits overlapping tag
bounding boxes if the letters do not occlude. Thus, compact, uniformly looking
aesthetic tag clouds even for multifaceted data are obtained.

5.2

Layout Algorithm

Given are n given catagorial data facets d1 , . . . , dn (n search result sets), each
containing the co-occurrences for the queried search terms T 1 , . . . , T n in the
form of tags. The idea is to place the tags of a data facet in a specific circular
sector. With the resultant tag cloud subdivision, the final layout is visually
comparable to a pie chart, which helps the observer to immediately perceive
the relative proportions of the various data facets. According to the actual
proportions (the number of occurrences of the main terms in the database) and
a maximum number of tags to be displayed (for the examples in this paper we
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chose a maximum of 500 tags), we select the top co-occurring terms (tags) for
each data facet. If the relative proportion of a data facet is proportionally too
small, we leave a minimum of five tags to be displayed.
For each data facet di , we need to position the category’s main tag T i (the
search term) and the tags ti1 , . . . , ti|di | (di = {tik |1 ≤ k ≤ |di |}), which are cooccurrences of T i . T i encodes the number of the search term’s occurrences in
the database. It’s visualization supersedes an additional legend and furthermore
serves the purpose of accentuating the belonging of each individual tag to its
facet. Each tag tik in a Tag Pie has the following properties:
• a multiplicity, which is the number of occurrences of tk among all data
facets,
• a weight, which is the number of co-occurrences of tk with T i , and
• an aggregated weight, which is the aggregated number of co-occurrences of
tk among all data facets.
Methodology. In preparation, we order the data facets according to their
similarity in a queue sq with the goal to place as many similar tags as possible
close to each other. The similarity s(di , dj ) is defined by the number of shared
tags in proportion to the number of unique tags between two data facets di and
dj as the Jaccard index
|di ∩ dj |
s(di , dj ) = i
|d ∪ dj |
Initially, we put the most similar data facets in sq. Then, we iteratively determine the facet di with the highest similarity to either the first (then, we insert di
at the start of sq) or the last element (then, we insert di at the end of sq) in sq.
With the resultant ordering at hand, we estimate the amount of space required
to place the tags for each data facet di . This is achieved by mapping each tag in
the corresponding font size dependent on a tag’s frequency and adding up the
bounding boxes for all tags of a data facet. Using a Cartesian coordinate system,
we subdivide the plane at it’s center (0, 0) into circular sectors defined by the
angles ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn based upon the above determined proportions for d1 , . . . , dn as
shown in Figure 6. The tags in the final uniform layouts are evenly distributed
and the sector sizes approximately reflect the actual proportion, even though a
heuristic approach is used.
Main Tag Placement. To position the main tags, we temporarily compute
a Wordle tag cloud without sectors containing all tags using an archimedean
spiral to approximate the radius r of the Tag Pie defined in dependency on the
two most distant tags. Afterwards, we place the main tag T i of each data facet
di in the tag cloud in the corresponding sector at position p(T i ) = (xi , y i ) as
illustrated in Figure 6. Starting with the orientation s, p(T i ) is defined by
xi = γ · r · cos(π +

i−1
X
k=0
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Figure 6: Defining circular tag cloud sectors.
and
y i = γ · r · sin(π +

i−1
X
k=0

ϕk +

ϕi
)
2

i

With γ = 0.5, we position T at the center of the sector. Especially when several
small sectors are adjacent, the corresponding main tags can occlude. To avoid
these occlusions, we selectively modify γ in such cases.
Tag Ordering and Placement. To gain uniform tag cloud layouts, we
order the tags of all data facets in one queue tq in two subsequent iterations.
In the first iteration, we sort all tags by descending multiplicity, so that often
occurring tags are placed in the center of the tag cloud. In case of even multiplicity, we sort first by descending aggregated weight, and then by descending
tag weight. The second sort iteration slightly reorders the tags in tq according
to the data facet’s proportions, so that the tags of each data facet are uniformly
distributed in tq. This procedure aims to enlarge all sectors uniformly to finally
receive a smooth compact tag cloud in the form of a pie chart. With the final
ordering, we iteratively position all tags following an archimedean spiral originating from the tag cloud center at position (0, 0). Thereby, a tag is placed
if the determined position on the spiral lies in the corresponding sector and if
the tag does not occlude other tags. At the borders, tags also overlap adjacent
sectors. Therefore, the second sort iteration is especially important because of
the limited space assigned to small facets. To forestall a complete overlapping of
these small areas by tags of other facets, this approach specifically guarantees
that tags belonging to small data facets are treated earlier during the layout
algorithm.

5.3

Interactive Design

Within the project, an interactive Tag Pie is embedded in the humanities
scholar’s research platform. Thereby, the tag cloud visualizes the results of
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multiple queries on the database and further serves the purpose of facilitating
the navigation process of a scholar who is able to directly jump to text passages containing a searched keyword and selected co-occurrences. To support
the exploration abilities, we enhanced the tag clouds by basic means of interaction according to the humanities scholar’s wishes. Of particular interest was
the highlighting of spelling variants provided by the backend of the research
platform.
With mouse interaction, we enable the scholar to detect related tags more
quickly. Hovering a tag highlights the remaining shared tags using a black
font on transparent backgrounds having the data facet color as shown in Figure 8. Spelling variants retain their saturated font color, but gray, transparent
backgrounds indicate relationships. Additionally, all related tags are listed in a
tooltip shown on mouse click that illustrates the distribution using a bar chart.
Here, bars receive saturated colors in case of similarity, the bars of spelling
variants are displayed using unsaturated colors.
As shown in Figures 3, 9 and 10, text passages containing the main tag and
the selected (via mouse click) co-occurrence are shown in the form of previews.
This supports a quick inspection of potentially interesting results by the user,
and a preview can be used to link to the given position in the corresponding
source text.

5.4

Design Variants

In order to prepare the second case study (see Section 6), we developed design
variants of our approach with the goal to discover the best Tag Pie design from
the humanities scholar’s point of view. All variants of a participant’s case study
example are shown in Figure 7:
• Basic: as described in this section without additional features
• Bars: Basic design enriched with bars for each shared tag showing its
distribution among all data facets
• Italics/Bold: Basic design with shared tags in italics and unique tags in
bold
• Bold/Italics: Basic design with shared tags in bold and unique tags in
italics
• Merged: shared tags are merged as suggested in RadCloud [BLB+ 14],
drawn in the color of the most contributing data facet and attached bars
show tag distributions among all data facets (to reduce the visual load,
bars for unique tags are not drawn)
• Merged Black: Merged design variant with merged tags drawn in a
separate color (black)
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Figure 7: Six Tag Pie designs. The humanities scholar providing this example
preferred the Bars variant.
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Although the bold main tags are already salient in their sectors due to
font size, we underline main tags for variants without bars (Basic, Italics/Bold,
Bold/Italics) to strengthen global salience.

6

Case Study 2: Tag Pies

The purpose of the second case study was to evaluate the utility of Tag Pies
for supporting humanities scholars in answering their research questions. The
study was exactly designed and conducted as the first one. Additionally, we
asked the participants for their two favorite visualizations, the ones they would
prefer to work with regarding intelligibility, utility, design and aesthetics. Each
participant could choose two approaches, ranked first and second, including
those from the first case study. Again, the humanities scholars should justify
their decision. The preferences of the humanities scholars are listed in Table 1.
1.
2.
1.
2.

Small Multiples
Italics/Bold
Italics/Bold
Bars

Basic
Bold/Italics
Bold/Italics
Merged Black

Bars
Bold/Italics
Merged Black
Bold/Italics

Bars
Merged Black
Italics/Bold
Bars

Table 1: Preferred design variants.

The overall perception of the Tag Pie design was very positive compared to
the state-of-the-art methods. Only one scholar plans to use small multiples for
her work given “aesthetics and the best overview” as reasons for her decision.
The other eight participants preferred a Tag Pie without determining a clear
favorite. But regarding the major design decisions (see Table 2), we could draw
significant conclusions.

multiple tags
merged tags

1. choice
bars no bars
2x
4x
1x
N/A

2. choice
bars no bars
2x
4x
2x
N/A

Table 2: Preferred Tag Pie features.

Most participants preferred Tag Pies visualizing multiple over merged tags
giving reasons like “I can easily find all co-occurrences for one data facet!” and
“The discovery of shared tags is simple as they are all placed in the center of
the cloud!” Still, three participants also like to work with merged tags, but
only with the Merged Black variant (nobody preferred the Merged variant).
Coloring merged tags neutrally seems to work best in such a design. Also, one
of the participants preferring Merged Black mentioned: “This design only works
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well for two categories [then, a merged tag always belongs to both data facets],
for more categories it gets confusing!”
We could not spot a tendency regarding the highlighting of shared tags.
Some participants preferred the variants with bars, probably due to the already
learned metaphor in the first case study but also justified with “I can see overlappings between categories with detailed information at first glance!” Although
slightly distorting the perception of the tag’s font sizes, many participants preferred variants with bold and italics style. Important for them was primarily
the immediate visual separation of shared and unique tags. Participants favoring design variants without bars rather tended to use the provided interaction
functionalities; e.g., the participant preferring the Basic variant stated: “The
interactive tool provides all information I need on demand!”
Overall, the humanities scholars liked the comprehensible and aestehtic design. Especially the pie chart style was perceived as a suitable metaphor. In
dependency on individual taste and research question, almost each Tag Pie design variant was valueable for any of the scholars. Already during the study,
hypotheses could be generated by discovering interesting patterns. One possible
reason for preferring different layout variants is that different tasks were performed and different data sets were used by the participants (Figure 1). Some
of their use cases are outlined in Section 8, visualized with the favored layout.

7

Limitations

Our main objective was to generate uniform looking tag clouds. Therefore,
the spiral starts in all cases from the tag cloud origin when determining a tag’s
position. Especially if the Tag Pie displays many data facets and contains many
shared tags, adjacent placement of shared tags cannot be guaranteed. Then,
the discovery of shared tags placed far apart requires the usage of the provided
interaction functionality. We experimented with moving the spiral origin to
already placed related tags or to borders between sectors that share tags, but
these approaches destroyed the intended unity in many cases.
Also, due to the nature of the Wordle based approach and the restriction
of placing tags only in specific preassigned sectors, sometimes the tag clouds
contain little holes. But the collaborating humanities scholars praised the good
readability of the words – a positive side effect of this issue.
The variants listed above are only a small number of possibilities from a potentially large design space (e.g., varying background color, orientation of tags).
According to the suggestions made by the participants and our impressions
gained during the first case study, we chose those variants that we considered
to support the humanities scholars best.
Although the humanities scholars usually compare a limited number of data
facets (< 6), we also tried examples with more than ten data facets to assess
the scalability of our approach. Even though the results were satisfactory, Tag
Pies produce best layouts for fewer data facets. For a high number of facets,
pie sectors can be very small, so that tags are hard to position. Furthermore,
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qualitative color maps are then hard to define.
Sometimes, humanities scholars are interested in rare cases. Tag Pies aim
to visualize the most significant co-occurrences of the given search terms. The
more occurrences of a search term exist, the more co-occurrences need to be
displayed. Then, rare but potentially interesting cases may be not shown due
to the limited number of tags positioned in a Tag Pie.

8

Use Cases

This section emphasizes the benefit of the proposed design for typical research
questions in the digital humanities project eXChange. A main focus of this
project is the analysis of the usage of medical terms in antiquity. We illustrate three such examples provided by the collaborating humanities scholars for
whom Tag Pies turned out to be heuristically valueable for philological matters
by directing the search for related text passages to interesting and potentially
unexpected findings.

8.1

Comparing gibbum, gibbus and gibbosus

The first example is given by the search for co-occurrences of the Latin words
gibbum, gibbus and gibbosus meaning hump or humpy. With the help of the
resultant Tag Pie in the Bold/Italics variant (Figure 8), the humanities scholar
could generate hypotheses about the actual and improper usage of these terms
by exploring their contexts.
gibbum is a frequently occurring Latin noun for “hump” and was most
often used in its actual physical meaning. It describes the natural, not morbid
hump of animals, shown by the co-occurrences of various variants of camel
(e.g., camelorum, camelus) and cattle (jumentorum). Often thematized was the
transport (transit, sarcina, lateribus) of treasures (thesauros) with the help of
these animals.
gibbus is an adjective meaning “humped” frequently used in medical contexts. On the one hand, it often appears when describing the natural or morbid
contortion of a physical part of the body like the hand (manu), the back (dorso,
spina), or the foot (pede, pes). On the other hand, the term is used in context of
diseases, e.g., eye diseases (albuginem, lippus), ulcer (ulcus), and broken bones
(fracto).
gibbosus (a younger synonym for gibbus) is also, but less often used in the
above mentioned contexts. Additionally, gibbosus describes moral contortion
indicated by words like cupiditatis (lust), curiositatis (curiosity), and glorietur
(boast). Due to coincident appearances of many Christian terms (e.g., sacerdos,
godefridus, hostias) the humanities scholar hypothesized a local temporal usage
of a monastic author, which could be verified by browsing the corresponding
text passages (Frankish Empire, 9th century).
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Figure 8: Comparing the co-occurrences of gibbus, gibbosus and gibbum.

8.2

Comparing morbus comitialis and morbus sacer

The second example narrates an unexpected insight for the humanities scholar
working with the Tag Pie in the Bar variant displaying the co-occurrences of
morbus comitialis and morbus sacer , both terms were used to describe
the disease epilepsy (Figure 9). The visualization supported the scholar in
examining three major questions:
• What is the semantic relationship between both terms? In the
center of the cloud the common terms graeci, ιεραν and νοσον, forming the
phrase “the Greeks [call it] holy disease”, can be seen. This relationship
indicates that both terms were actually used as synonyms for epilepsy at
that time.
• Were the terms used to describe the disease in its medical or
metaphorical meaning? Whereas morbus sacer , literally translated
as “holy disease”, was rather used as an euphemistic pseudonym for epilepsy,
the co-occurrences of morbus comitialis instead hypothesize a medical
disease, e.g., shown by remedia (medicine), medici (doctor), and medentes
(curing).
• How was the overall knowledge about the disease at that time?
The co-occurrences for both terms, e.g., caput (head), insania (insanity),
animi (mind), corporis (body), nervorum (nerves), mortis (death), and
abit (died), indicate that epilepsy was seen as a potentially lethal insanity
with physical symptoms.
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Figure 9: Comparing the co-occurrences of morbus comitialis and morbus
sacer .
When examining the last question, the scholar discovered that Maurus Servius
Honoratus, a popular grammarian in the 5th century, mistakenly conceived
epilepsy as a feverish disease (see Figure 9, bottom), shown by co-occurring
terms of morbus sacer : ignis (fire), carbunculi (burning ulcer), and papulae
(blister). As Pliny the Elder already ascertained in the first century that fever
is not a symptom of epilepsy, the humanities scholar denoted this discovery as
not intutive so that it would have never been found using traditional methods.

8.3

Exploring τεχνη, υγιεια and νοσος

The third example investigates the meaning of art in antiquity, which is hard
to describe nowadays. The idea at that time was that art can be teached
as it includes knowledge. Therefore, art is related to many fields in ancient
Greek texts [All99]. Expectedly, these fields are visible in the corresponding
Tag Pie shown in Figure 10 as co-occurrences of the ancient Greek term for
art, τεχνη: φυσικη (natural science), μαντικη (art of prophecy), γραμματικη
(grammar), ανθρωπινη (human art), διαλεκτικη (dialectic), ρητορικη (rhetoric),
ποιητικη (poetics), ιατρικη (medicine), μαγικη (magic) etc.
The analysis of τεχνη in comparison to terms from one of these related fields
was of particular interest. The art of physicians in the field medicine is visualized
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in two further sections of the Tag Pie showing co-occurrences for the ancient
Greek terms for health (υγιεια) and disease (νοσος). In contrast to the
diverse terms surrounding τεχνη, the co-occurrences here are closely related to
their main terms. Both terms co-occur with parts of the body, e.g., σωμα (body)
and ψυχη (breath, life). Furthermore, υγιεια is related to positive terms like
καλλος (beauty), ισχυς (strength) or ηδονη (enjoyment), whereas νοσος occurs
together with rather negative terms like λοιμικη (plague), ασθενεια (weakness),
γηρας (senility) or θανατος (death). Also, one of the known reasons of diseases,
poverty (πενια), co-occurs 71 times.
Beyond that, the Tag Pie shows unexpected relationships, e.g., the frequent
usage of πλουτος (wealth) in connection with υγιεια (52 times). Looking at the
references, five text passages in the biography of Zeno of Elea (Vitae philosophorum, written by Diogenes Laertius) are listed among others. Within this text,
various things are denoted as good or bad. Thereby, Zeno of Elea categorizes
neither health nor wealth as good, since both terms can be used also in a negative context. This example reveals another aspect of υγιεια in a philosophical
rather than a medical context. The humanities scholar working with this example expected a correlation between medical art and wealth as a consequence of
the medical profession after the 5th century BC in the context of τεχνη, but
πλουτος does not appear as a significant co-occurrence.

Figure 10: Comparing τεχνη, υγιεια and νοσος.
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9

Conclusion

We developed Tag Pies, which arrange the tags of multiple data facets in a pie
chart manner, to support humanities scholars in interpreting numerous results
of multiple keyword search queries on large databases containing ancient texts.
A Tag Pie shows the co-occurrences of the searched terms and facilitates the
comparison of the contexts, in which these terms were used. Thereby, a Tag Pie
aims to direct the humanities scholar to potentially interesting text passages.
We provide several design variants for Tag Pies according to the preferences of
each scholar. Thereby, we regarded only a small portion of a large design space.
The definition of this design space as well as a comprehensive user study are
future tasks.
Invaluable during the design process of Tag Pies were regular meetings to
determine the needs of the humanities scholars and to provide prototypes. In
the end, the development of Tag Pies was a beneficial collaboration between
computer scientists and humanities scholars for both fields. On the one hand,
we were able to construct a novel layout algorithm for tag clouds capable of
visualizing multiple data facets that can also be used for other kinds of textual
data. On the other hand, the resultant Tag Pies turned out to be a powerful tool
within the workflows of the humanities scholars who get a much more intuitive
and dynamic access to search results in comparison to working with traditional
result lists.
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